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a b s t r a c t
We present controlled experiments on a miniature direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) to study the effects
of methanol ﬂow rate, current density, and void fraction on pressure drop across the DMFC anode. We
also present an experimental technique to measure void fraction, liquid slug length, and velocity of
the two-phase slug ﬂow exiting the DMFC. For our channel geometry in which the diameter of the largest
inscribed sphere (a) is 500 lm, pressure drop scales with the number of gas slugs in the channel, surface
tension, and a. This scaling demonstrates the importance of capillary forces in determining the hydrodynamic characteristics of the DMFC anode. This work is aimed at aiding the design of fuel pumps and
anode ﬂow channels for miniature DMFC systems.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) are currently being explored
for numerous applications including portable electronics and auxiliary power units (APUs). A key concern for all fuel cell systems is
the balance of plant which may consists of pumps, power conditioning circuitry, and other auxiliary devices. In order to avoid
the complexity associated with active fuel delivery systems, many
DMFCs for portable applications employ passive fuel and/or oxidant delivery [1–6]. While passive systems reduce overall power
plant complexity, they are generally highly sensitive to environmental conditions [1,2]. As a result, considerable effort has been
devoted to passive transport in DMFC anodes, but relatively few
studies detail design considerations for active fuel delivery systems. At the anode of a DMFC methanol is oxidized in the presence
of water, yielding protons, electrons and CO2 as follows:

CH3 OH + H2 O ! CO2 + 6Hþ + 6e

ð1Þ

Product CO2 establishes a two-phase ﬂow within the DMFC
anode with potentially higher pressure loading than a single phase
ﬂow. For proper design of active fuel delivery systems, prediction
of two-phase hydraulic resistance is a critical design criterion.
Two-phase ﬂows arise in a wide range of engineering applications including refrigeration, oil recovery, and groundwater ﬂow
[3,4]. Numerous two-phase ﬂow models have been proposed
[3,5] but full analyses of these is outside the scope of this study.
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Two-phase ﬂows arise in many low temperature fuel cell applications but most studies focus on transport within the diffusion media [6–9]. However, two-phase ﬂow and pressure drop have been
explored in proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) cathode
ﬂow channels due to the challenges of water management [10–13].
With respect to two-phase ﬂow in DMFCs, there have been several
studies related to two-phase transport in the anode gas diffusion
layer (GDL) [14–17].
We will brieﬂy summarize some of the work regarding twophase ﬂow pressure drop in DMFC anodes. Argyropoulos et al.
[18] developed a homogeneous model for two-phase ﬂow in a
272 cm2 cell (they don’t specify channel dimensions). Their work
incorporated minor losses associated with the manifold in their
parallel channel architecture. Their modeling study suggested that
pressure drop in the anode is a non-linear function of inlet methanol ﬂow rate, but was relatively invariant with current density.
Recently, Yang et al. [19] explored pressure drop across a DMFC anode in a single serpentine channel. They employed a 2  2 mm
square, 420 mm long channel and showed that for their system,
orientation and gravitational effects strongly inﬂuence pressure
drop. In the work of both Argyropoulos et al. [18] and Yang et al.
[19], it is important to note that capillary forces could be neglected.
We considered and attempted to apply several general (i.e., not
fuel cell speciﬁc) two-phase ﬂow models to study our present
results. These included a homogeneous ﬂow model [4], and a
Lockhart–Martinelli type separated ﬂow model [4,5,20]. The homogeneous model, the simpler of the two, displays a monotonic increase in pressure drop with current density (at constant inlet
methanol ﬂow rate). The Lockhart–Martinelli type model also
shows a monotonic increase in pressure but the predicted rate of
increase is lower than the homogeneous model. We note that
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Nomenclature
a
AFC
Ca
db
Dh
dp
F
g
j
L
n
Nslug
Dp
p
Q

diameter of the largest inscribed sphere
fuel cell area
capillary number
bubble detachment diameter
hydraulic diameter
gas diffusion layer pore diameter
Faraday’s constant
gravitational acceleration
fuel cell current density
length
electrons per mole
number of gas slugs
pressure drop
local pressure
ﬂow rate

R
Rxy
Re
T
u
V
We
z
Greek

a
l
q
r

2. Scaling considerations
Surprisingly, there is a dearth of analysis of two-phase pressure
drop in DMFC anode ﬂow channels, particularly for microchannels.
We here apply the preﬁx ‘‘micro” to two-phase ﬂow channels if the
diameter of the largest inscribed sphere is roughly the same as the
bubble detachment diameter in freestream. For such channels,
bubble detachment is strongly inﬂuenced by the channel geometry
in addition to surface tension effects. The bubble detachment
diameter (db) from a porous (GDL) surface can be estimated as
[21,22],

11=3

4dp r sin h A

db ¼ @ 
g ql  qg

:

void fraction
contact angle
dynamic viscosity
density
surface tension

h

neither of these two-phase models was able to capture even the
major trends of pressure drop versus ﬂow rate and quality which
we observe here and will discuss later as part of Figs. 5a and 9b.
In this study we are interested in pressure loads required for
miniature liquid-fed DMFCs employing microchannels (deﬁned below). We will show that pressure drop in two-phase microchannels
exhibit behavior unlike DMFC anodes explored previously. In particular, we ﬁnd that capillary forces and the number of gas slugs in
the channel play signiﬁcant roles in the pressure load across the
anode. To elucidate the effects of CO2 generation we perform a detailed parametric study of the hydrodynamic coupling between
fuel ﬂow and fuel cell operation while measuring pressure drop,
the number of gas slugs exiting the anode, and slug velocity at
the channel outlet.

0

universal gas constant
cross correlation
Reynolds number
absolute temperature
velocity
voltage
Weber number
streamwise channel location

ð2Þ

Here, dp is the GDL pore diameter, r is surface tension, h is contact angle, g is the gravitational acceleration, ql is liquid density,
and qg is gas density. Assuming CO2 emerges from a hydrophilic
GDL (h = 40°) with 20 lm pores into a 2 mol/L methanol solution,
db is approximately 680 lm. If CO2 emerges from a hydrophobic
GDL (h = 110°), with the same conditions as above, db is approximately 770 lm. In this study the diameter of the largest sphere inscribed in the anode ﬂow channel is 500 lm, indicating that the
channel walls will have a strong inﬂuence on gas slug/bubble
detachment. Strong channel–wall interaction therefore distinguishes this study from previous studies on CO2 evolution and
pressure losses in DMFC anodes [18,19,21,23,24].
In Eq. (3) we follow the approach of Wong et al. [25,26] and
write the conservation of momentum equation for the liquid phase

traveling in an inertial frame of reference moving at the speed of
the gas slugs,

!
ou
op
L  o2 u o2 u
:
Weq u
¼   þ Ca l
þ
a
ox
ox
oy2 oz2
 

ð3Þ

Here, density, q, velocity, u, streamwise position, x, pressure, p,
dynamic viscosity, l, and in-plane coordinates, y and z, are nondimensionalized by local average density, qo, local average velocity, uo, channel length, L, surface tension divided by the diameter
of largest inscribed sphere, r/a, local average viscosity, lo, and
the radius of largest inscribed sphere, a, respectively. In Eq. (3),
an asterisk () denotes a non-dimensional parameter. Additionally,
We is the Weber number qo u2o a=ro , and gives the relative scaling of
inertial versus surface tension forces. We is the product of the Reynolds number (Re) and capillary number (Ca) where Re = qouoa/lo
(the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces) and Ca = louo/r0
(the ratio of viscous forces to surface tension forces). Note that
pressure is scaled as r/a, which is the appropriate scaling for capillary pressure of a single channel-wide gas slug [27]. Although we
will not solve it here, we present this equation as it suggests useful
scaling arguments. In our system Ca (ratio of viscous to capillary
forces) is very low (Ca < 1  104) so capillary forces are large compared with viscous forces. As shown in Eq. (3), pressure drop consists of both inertial and viscous losses. At the channel inlet, We is
small compared to Ca(L/a) (product of Ca and L/a) and viscous
losses dominate. In this region, the ﬂow resembles previous low
Ca studies in which inertial effects are neglected [25–27]. Previous
work has shown that at low Ca, with negligible inertial losses, pressure drop across a gas slug scales as (Ca2/3) [25–27]. However, due
to the introduction of CO2 gas into the channel (resulting from the
methanol oxidation reaction), the bulk ﬂuid velocity increases
downstream and inertial effects become more signiﬁcant (i.e.,
since the stream accelerates as volume ﬂow rate increases due to
phase change). To ﬁrst order, inertial effects become signiﬁcant
as We  Ca(L/a), or Re(a/L)  1 [where Re(a/L) is the product of Re
and (a/L)]. Again, this makes our system different than previous
studies as here inertial forces are important. We will show that
measured pressure data for our DMFC scales as r/a; consistent
with scaling for surface tension forces. Fig. 1 is a schematic of
the assumed ﬂow structure within the DMFC anode in a slug ﬂow
regime. The ﬂow regime can be divided into two distinct regions;
the ﬁrst region contains a gas (CO2) slug surrounded by a thin
liquid annulus. The second region is a single phase liquid ﬂow
bound in the front and rear by CO2 slugs.
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applications and they essentially detect the presence of liquid (versus gas) in a tube using an infrared (IR) photodiode source and a
photodiode detector. A high electric signal indicates high transmission of IR (liquid in a 5 mm long channel section), while a low signal indicates low transmission (gas). The response of each sensor
was evaluated with pure liquid and pure gas in order to determine
the appropriate threshold voltage. We place two of these sensors a
known distance apart (9.2 mm center-to-center) and determine liquid slug velocity, void fraction, and liquid slug length by signal
processing (including time-delayed cross-covariance analysis).
The sensors connect to the outlet of the DMFC through a 1.5 mm
inner diameter Teﬂon tube. The tubing has a high contact angle
(roughly 110°) and promotes separation of liquid and gas phases.
The optical void fraction technique is best illustrated by example in Fig. 3a and b. Here we show two sample time traces for sensors 1 and 2 in series (Fig. 3a). Shown are raw data of the
intermittently high and low signals resulting from the passing of
gas and liquid phases through the 1.5 mm ID exit tube of the
DMFC. High voltage values (roughly 4.8 V) in both sensors correspond to liquid in the tube while lower values persist when gas
is present. To determine void fraction we apply a simple threshold
(halfway between the liquid and gas phase saturation voltages) to
the time trace and designate values above the threshold as liquid
phase. A sample raw cross correlation signal (not corrected for
bias) used to determine time delay is shown in Fig. 3b. We determine slug velocities, uslug, by the time delay of the highest peak
of the cross-correlation, tp (uslug = Dx/tp where Dx is the distance
between sensors). Average liquid slug lengths in the measurement
tube are determined by analyzing individual low-to-high and highto-low signal cross-over events. We use this information to estimate the length, number, and velocity of slugs near the exit of
the anode channel (taking into account the area changes between
the anode channel and the measurement tube). These data yield an
estimate of the average number of gas slugs, Nslug, per fuel cell
channel volume.
The DMFC used in this study is identical to the structure presented in a previous publication [28]. We use a commercially available 2 cm2 membrane electrode assembly (BCS Fuel Cells, Bryan
TX) with a 180 lm thick Naﬁon 117 electrolyte membrane and
350 lm thick diffusion media (carbon cloth). The anode and cathode catalyst loadings are 4 mg/cm2 Pt–Ru and 2 mg/cm2 Pt, respectively. The fuel cell utilizes a free convection cathode and the
anode consists of a single serpentine ﬂow channel. The channel is
machined in house from a graphite plate and is 750 lm wide and
500 lm deep. The length of the channel is 13 cm. For this study

Ufilm
gas

liquid
Uslug,l

Uslug,g

h

y
z

Lslug,l

Lslug,g
Ltotal

Fig. 1. Schematic of intermittent ﬂow regime within the fuel cell ﬂow channel.
Numerous visualization studies [25,27,28] conﬁrm that, at most current densities of
interest, DMFC anodes exhibit a slug/intermittent ﬂow pattern. For this study we
assume that the ratio of Lslug,g to Ltotal is roughly the void fraction in the channel (i.e.,
thin annular region).

3. Experimental
To study and determine the relevant force scaling for the intermittent two-phase ﬂow exiting the DMFC we designed an ex situ
ﬂow characterization system. Fig. 2 is a schematic of our DMFC
experimental setup conﬁgured to measure liquid phase velocity
and void fraction of the two-phase mixture exiting the fuel cell.
The setup includes an electronic load (Keithley 2410 Sourcemeter),
a custom temperature control unit, a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus PHD 2200), a low range (0–10 in H2O) differential pressure
sensor (Omega PX-154), a function generator (Agilent 33120A), a
data acquisition card (National Instruments PCI-3061E) with
breakout box, and two liquid level sensors (Optek OPB350). The
function generator serves as an external timing reference to trigger
data acquisition from the phase/velocity (liquid level) sensors and
pressure transducer. The electronic load operates in four-wire
sense mode with the source and sense wires connected to the
DMFC anode and cathode. The Keithley Sourcemeter is controlled
via GPIB and integrated with LabView 8 using a National Instruments PCI-GPIB card.
Measurements of key parameters in two-phase ﬂow, including
mixture (or phase) velocity, void fraction (or quality), and pressure
drop, are critical to the development of engineering models for
pressure drop relationships and for validation of existing models.
For this study we developed a method of measuring liquid phase
velocity and volume fraction using the Optek optical liquid sensors
mentioned above. These sensors are sold for process engineering

to PC

Syringe Pump

Pressure
Transducer

-

Phase and
Velocity Sensor
DMFC
to PC
+

g
Heated Tubing

Liquid Slug

to PC
to PC
Multizone Temperature Keithley Sourcemeter
(DMFC Load)
Controller
(components not drawn to scale)
Fig. 2. Schematic of the experimental setup including free convection (cathode) DMFC, syringe pump, pressure transducer, phase/velocity sensors, multizone temperature
controller, and Keithley Sourcemeter (providing ﬁxed current density loads). With the exception of the syringe pump, the entire system is controlled via PC running LabView
8. The Keithley Sourcemeter communicates over GPIB while the phase/velocity sensors and pressure transducer interface through a data acquisition card (National
Instruments PCI-3061E). A function generator (not shown) provides external triggering to facilitate precise synchronization of measurements from the phase/velocity sensors
and pressure transducer.
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Fig. 3. Sample raw data (a) and cross correlation (b) for 1 mol/L methanol delivered at 100 llpm to the DMFC operated at 0.15 A/cm2. Shown here is raw data of the
intermittently high and low signals resulting from the passing of liquid and gas phases through the 1.5 mm ID exit tube of the DMFC. High voltage values (roughly 4.8 V) in
both sensors correspond to liquid in the tube while lower values indicate a gas ﬁlled tube. Panel (b) shows a sample raw cross correlation signal. Slug velocities are
determined from the time delay peak of the cross-correlation (here 2.7 s).

we employed a single serpentine channel in order to isolate the effects of two-phase pressure drop without introducing the instabilities inherent with parallel and parallel/serpentine designs. In this
study we employed constant inlet ﬂow rate at the anode rather
than constant anode stoichiometry. This is common practice in
DMFC studies [17,19,21,24,29–32]. More importantly, constant
ﬂow rate with variable current allows us to sample a wide range
of void fractions (from 0% to >90%), and thereby explore the effect
of this critical parameter on pressure drop. As we will show in subsequent sections, we ﬁnd that void fraction is perhaps the single
most important parameter in determining overall pressure drop
(most often more important than ﬂow rate). A summary of the
experimental conditions is given in Table 1. The materials and
experimental conditions indicated in Table 1 apply to all experiments, unless otherwise speciﬁed. We characterize the pressure
drop in the system while simultaneously performing polarization
measurements across a wide range of operating conditions. For
each polarization measurement we keep current density constant
as CO2 production (and subsequently pressure drop, velocity, and
void fraction) is mostly a function of current density.

relatively small effect on the hydrodynamics in the anode. In Fig. 4
we present polarization curves at 1 mol/L methanol concentration.
In the low current density regime (<0.1 A/cm2) the cell potential
(VFC) is virtually invariant with methanol ﬂow rate. This suggests
DMFC performance is relatively insensitive to mass transfer effects
in this regime. In contrast, mass transfer losses in the anode reduce
cell potential at higher current densities (>0.1 A/cm2). We attribute
the reduced potentials to anode mass transfer losses for two reasons. First, in independent experiments with our air breathing fuel
cell, we supplied hydrogen gas to the anode and observed a limiting current density on the order of 0.5 A/cm2 (so there is likely sufﬁcient oxygen available at the current densities represented in
Fig. 4). Second, the DMFC limiting current density generally increases with increasing inlet ﬂow rate, as expected. Mass transfer
limitation in Fig. 4 is further conﬁrmed by experiments we performed at 0.5 mol/L concentration and 50, 100, and 200 llpm ﬂow
rates (not shown here). The associated measured maximum current density with 0.5 mol/L methanol was, at each ﬂow rate, lower
than the corresponding maximum current density with 1 mol/L

4. Results and discussion

0.8

50 μlpm
100 μlpm

FC

[V]

0.6

200 μlpm
400 μlpm

0.4

V

As indicated in Table 1, we performed 16 total polarization
curves for four methanol concentrations and four inlet ﬂow rates.
In most of the data presented here, we emphasize a representative
subset of the cases studied: 1 mol/L methanol concentration supplied at 50, 100, 200, and 400 llpm. We found that methanol concentration had a strong effect on the electrochemical performance
of the DMFC (e.g., due to methanol crossover) [14,32–35] but had a

0.2

Table 1
Experimental parameters.
Parameter

Value

Fuel cell electrolyte
Gas diffusion layer
Active area
Anode channel dimensions
Catalyst loading
Methanol concentration
Anode ﬂow rate
Cathode gas
Fuel cell temperature

Naﬁon 117
350 lm E-Tek anode and cathode
2 cm2
750 lm  500 lm  13.1 cm (W  H  L)
4 mg/cm2 Pt–Ru anode, 2 mg/cm2 Pt cathode
0.5, 1, 2, 4 mol/L
50, 100, 200, 400 llpm
Atmospheric air
50 °C

0

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

2

j [A/cm ]
Fig. 4. Polarization curves for 1 mol/L aqueous methanol supplied at 50 (s), 100
(4), 200 (5) and 400 (h) llpm. With the exception of the 400 llpm case, the
limiting current density of the DMFC increases with increasing inlet fuel ﬂow rate.
At low current densities (<0.1 A/cm2) cell polarization is virtually identical across
the four ﬂow rates, indicating negligible mass transfer effects (e.g., due to fuel
starvation or methanol crossover).
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Fig. 5. Measured anode pressure drop (a) and ﬂow resistance (b) as a function of DMFC current density, j. The legend in (b) also applies to (a). For each ﬂow rate, as current
density increases pressure drop (and ﬂow resistance) reaches a maximum. Subsequent increase in j reduces the pressure load and ﬂow resistance. The error bars shown in (a)
represent two standard deviations of the time-averaged pressure measurement. The error bars are included to highlight the temporal ﬂuctuations in pressure across the
anode. In the inset of (a) we show that there is a small horizontal region (at j < 0.05 A/cm2) in the measured pressure for the 200 and 400 llpm cases. We attribute this region
to a transition from bubbly to slug ﬂow regimes in the anode channel.

methanol. In fact, the 1 mol/L maximum currents at 50, 100, and
200 llpm are 100%, 100%, and 78% higher, respectively, than the
corresponding 0.5 mol/L cases. This supports our hypothesis that
the operation of our cell as shown in Fig. 4 is limited by mass transport. We note that the 400 llpm case unexpectedly showed a lower current density range than the 100 and 200 llpm polarization
curves. This trend (lower current densities for the 400 llpm case)
was repeated in future experiments at other methanol concentrations. In future work we plan to explore whether this phenomena
is an artifact of our experimental setup and control or if it points to
relevant physics of our DMFC’s operation.
Fig. 5a and b shows measured pressure drop and corresponding
ﬂow resistance across the DMFC anode. Beginning with the total
pressure drop across the anode (Fig. 5a) we highlight several interesting trends. Note that pressure drop at 0 A/cm2 is very small
compared to pressure drop at high current density, although ﬁnite.
First, at low current densities the lowest inlet methanol ﬂow rate
has the highest pressure drop. This counterintuitive behavior is
also apparent in Fig. 5b where the ﬂow resistance of the 50 llpm
case is an order of magnitude higher than the ﬂow resistance at
400 llpm. Next, with increasing current density, each case reaches
a maximum pressure load and then begins to decrease. At higher
current densities (>0.1 A/cm2), the highest ﬂow rate has the highest pressure drop. Factors inﬂuencing and leading to these trends
are discussed together with Fig. 6.
In Fig. 6 we present measurements of anode exit bulk velocity
(Fig. 6a), liquid slug length (Fig. 6b), void fraction (a) at the anode
exit (Fig. 6c), and the average number of gas slugs per volume of
ﬂuid equal to the channel volume (Nslug) (Fig. 6d). (Each unit cell
depicted in Fig. 1 is counted as one slug.) Note that our technique
cannot measure velocity of a single phase ﬂow; and so we have no
data for and do not plot a velocity measurement at 0 A/cm2 in
Fig. 6a. The anode exit velocities are approximately directionally
proportional over the range of current densities explored (although
only roughly true for the 400 llpm case). A proportional dependence in velocity is expected since CO2 mass (and volume) ﬂow
rate is a linear function of current density. Fig. 6b shows measured
liquid slug length as a function of current density (note slug length
is shown on a logarithmic scale). For each ﬁxed current density,
longer slug length corresponds to the higher inlet ﬂow rate. This
is expected as higher inlet methanol ﬂow rate results in lower void
fraction and larger liquid slugs. In addition, for a given methanol

ﬂow rate, liquid slug length decreases with increasing current density. Higher current density corresponds to higher gas ﬂow rate and
higher aqueous methanol consumption, both of which yield smaller/shorter liquid slugs.
Fig. 6c shows largely expected trends in exit void fraction;
mainly that higher void fractions correlate with higher current
density and lower methanol ﬂow rate. Finally, with respect to
DMFC performance and pressure load, Fig. 6d presents the most
interesting phenomena. Here we plot the average number of gas
slugs exiting the anode channel as determined from our phase
and velocity measurement technique. The key observation here is
that current density at maximum pressure load is correlated with
the current density that possesses the largest average number of
gas slugs. For example, compare Figs. 5a and 6d. This evidence suggests that the dominant physical feature contributing to pressure
drop through the anode is the total number of gas slugs within
the ﬂow channel.
As shown by the data of Fig. 6c, void fraction curves all have
similar dependence on current density, but signiﬁcantly different
magnitude. This trend was consistent across all four methanol concentrations explored (including 0.5, 2, and 4 mol/L in addition to
the 1 mol/L data shown in Fig. 6). Void fraction should be a direct
function of phase volume ﬂow rate ratio; and this should be consistent with electric current and inlet ﬂow rate measurements. Fig. 7
shows measured void fraction at the exit, for all four methanol concentration studies (and all ﬂow rates), versus the ratio of calculated
volume ﬂow rate of CO2 to measured inlet methanol volume ﬂow
rate. The estimate rate of gaseous CO2 generation is a simple funcFC RT
, where AFC is fuel cell
tion of DMFC current density, Q CO2 ¼ jAnFp
area, R is the universal gas constant, T is absolute temperature,
and p is pressure (we assume atmospheric pressure). We see that
the data for all 16 conditions (four inlet methanol ﬂow rates and
four concentrations) collapses nicely to a single curve. This shows
that the experimental setup obtained repeatable measurements
with respect to void fraction for all conditions. We will later leverage an empirical ﬁt to the curve in Fig. 7 to predict pressure drop
across all conditions.
As described above, we directly measure the number of slugs
exiting the DMFC anode. We hypothesize that the outlet density
of slugs (slug number per unit channel volume) is approximately
the same in the outlet and throughout most of the anode channel
length. This hypothesis is in agreement with and supported by the
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Fig. 6. Measured anode exit velocity (a), average liquid slug length (b), void fraction (c), and average number of gas slugs in the anode (d). As expected, measured exit velocity
at the anode is a linear function of current density (a). Liquid slug length decreases as a function of current density (b) while void fraction increases (c). Interestingly, the
trends in the number of slugs measured (d) follow the trends in total pressure drop (Fig. 5a).

results of, for example, Yang et al. [19,24] who visualized the entire
DMFC anode.2
As we discussed earlier, low void fractions are associated with
low values of Re(a/L) due to the relatively low ﬂow rate of liquid
methanol. High void fractions imply stronger inertial effects and ﬁnite values of Re(a/L) (due to increased CO2 ﬂow rate). As shown in
Fig. 8, this results in a monotonic increase in measured Re(a/L) as a
function of measured void fraction for the 16 cases explored in this
study. Re(a/L) is calculated from the measured exit velocity at the
anode (see the example shown in Fig. 6a for 1 mol/L methanol concentration). To our knowledge, no previous studies explore this
transition either theoretically or experimentally [25–27, 36]. There
is a strong need for extensions of low Ca, two-phase ﬂow theory to
ﬂows with ﬁnite (near unity) Re(a/L) which span both viscous and
inertial regimes.
In an effort to summarize the trends in pressure drop in the
DMFC anode and explore the use of an ad hoc (to our ﬂow architecture) pressure drop model, we’ve explored several scalings of the
experimental data. This included quantiﬁcation of the effects of
the number of gas slugs, Nslug, per channel volume and the scaling
of pressure drop across the anode. We present results of this scaling analysis in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9a shows the average number of slugs per channel volume
of ﬂuid (at a given time) versus void fraction (Nslug versus a for all
cases (cf. Table 1). Representative uncertainty bars are shown in
the inset for the 1 mol/L, 200 llpm ﬂow rate case. The uncertainty

2
In reaching this conclusion, we analyzed the images of Yang et al. [19,24], and
plotted their observed number of slugs versus current density. The images from both
of their papers show trends very similar to the 100 and 200 llpm data shown in
Fig. 6d. We use this hypothesis (number of exiting slugs is approximately equal to
that of internal slugs) to guide some of the scaling analyses we discuss below.

Fig. 7. Measured void fraction (a) versus ratio of CO2 production rate (a function of
current density) to inlet methanol solution ﬂow rate. The plot includes data from 16
different cases, four ﬂow rates (50, 100, 200, and 400 llpm) and four methanol
concentrations (0.5, 1, 2, and 4 mol/L). As shown, void fraction measurements show
very good agreement across all explored cases.
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Fig. 8. Re(a/L) (product of Re and a/L) versus measured void fraction for all 16 cases
explored (cf. Table 1). As shown, Re(a/L) increases monotonically with void fraction.
As void fraction increases, Re(a/L) approaches unity, suggesting that inertial effects
become increasingly relevant [as shown in Eq. (3)].

bars present the 95% conﬁdence interval assuming a t-distribution.
The low a range has the highest uncertainty due to the low number
of slugs detected (e.g., 16 slugs at a = 0.098 versus 420 slugs at
a = 0.80). At low a (i.e., low current density and associated CO2 production), we see that Nslug increases with increasing gas volume in
the channel; showing that initially, increases in CO2 gas generation
results in an increased number of gas slugs. Nslug reaches a maximum at about a = 0.55, where gas and liquid slug volumes are
roughly equal. The decrease in Nslug after a = 0.55 suggests that
new gas is being incorporated into previously formed/existing
gas slugs in the anode channel. At near unity values of a, Nslug
trends sharply downward to a minimum value of about 0.9 at
the highest a measured, 0.96. This limiting behavior suggests that,
at high a, the CO2 generated along much of the anode channel
length is recruited into large, already-existing gas slugs.
Before discussing Fig. 9b, we note that the trends of liquid and
gas slug lengths suggested by Fig. 9a are conﬁrmed by Fig. 10. For
increasing a, Fig. 10 shows gas and liquid slug lengths have nearly
monotonic increase and decrease, respectively. At low void fraction, liquid slug length decreases rapidly as gas bubbles are introduced into the otherwise liquid stream. The liquid and gas slug
lengths are approximately equal at a = 0.5, as expected. Beyond

number of gas slugs decreases (cf. Fig. 9a); again suggesting gas
is recruited into already existing gas slugs. The slight apparent decrease in liquid slug length at high a is perhaps due to liquid consumption at the anode [both methanol and water as per Eq. (1)].
Next, we present scaled pressure drop in the anode in Fig. 9b.
We found the best collapse of the data and most clear demonstration of trends by concentrating on the estimated pressure associated with each liquid/slug interface, Dptotal./Nslug, where Dptotal is
the total pressure across the anode. This suggests that pressure
drop in this system is dominated by capillary forces on individual
gas slugs in the anode. We therefore also scale Dptotal using the
capillary pressure scale r/a (where a is the diameter of the largest
sphere inscribed in the channel). Scaling total pressure with capillary pressure showed the best collapse of all of the data (particularly in the important mid-to-high range void fraction regime).
The scale Dptotala/Nslugr shows that the pressure drop per gas slug
initially decreases at low void fraction. We see signiﬁcant scatter at
low a which we attribute to uncertainty in our Nslug measurements
(cf. Fig. 9a). Dptotala/Nslugr increases at higher a, after reaching a
minimum at roughly a = 0.6. Note Dptotala/Nslugr reaches a
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Fig. 10. Measured gas (s) and liquid (4) slug lengths as a function of void fraction,
a, for the 1 mol/L, 200 llpm case. Uncertainty bars represent 95% conﬁdence
intervals and exhibit increased uncertainty due to a lower number of measurements at low a (e.g., 16 slug pairs at a = 0.098, compared to 420 at a = 0.8). As
expected from the trends of Fig. 9, liquid slug length decreases while gas slug length
increases with increasing void fraction. Further, gas and liquid slug lengths are
roughly equal at a = 0.5.
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Fig. 9. Number of gas slugs (Nslug) (a) and scaled pressure drop per gas slug, Dptotala/Nslugr, (b); both as a function of measured void fraction, a, at the DMFC outlet. The legend
in (b) applies (a) as well. In (a) we show the 1 mol/L, 200 llpm case with error bars (95% conﬁdence interval from t-distribution) in the inset. As a increases the error bars in
(a) become smaller due to the higher number of slugs that pass the sensor (resulting in improved statistical certainty at high a). In (b), the pressure scaling is particularly
effective for a greater than 0.6. The uncertainty in Nslug at low void fraction values causes greater scatter in the low void regions of Dptotala/Nslugr.
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Fig. 11. Predicted pressure drop for the 50, 100, 200, and 400 llpm cases (a) and the normalized difference between the model prediction and measured pressure (b). In (b)
different shades represent the four concentrations studied and the symbols represent the 50 (s), 100 (4), 200 (5) and 400 (h) llpm cases. The predicted pressure follows the
general trends shown experimentally for pressure (Fig. 5a). Note that the small ‘notch’ in pressure for the 400 llpm case is also seen in the experimental data (cf. inset of
Fig. 5a). In the inset of (b) we show that at very low a (<0.1), the difference between predicted, Dppred, and measured pressure, Dpmeas, is signiﬁcantly larger than at higher a
(>0.5). The improved correlation at high a is partly due to improved statistical certainty of the measurements (cf. Figs. 9 and 10). Further, as shown in the main axes of (b), the
model generally over predicts pressure drop at a < 0.5 and under predicts pressure drop at a > 0.5.

minimum at roughly the same void fraction where Nslug reaches a
maximum. This suggests that Dptotala/r is roughly constant, at
least in the moderate a range (again implicating the importance
of capillary pressure effects).
We note the effectiveness of capillary scaling discussed above is
consistent with the work of Bretherton [27], Wong et al. [25,26],
and Fuerstman et al. [36] who found that pressure drop scales with
the capillary force on the bubble/slug interface in low capillary
number (Ca < 5  103) ﬂows. We further note that we have previously explored [37] the applicability of a two-phase homogeneous
ﬂow [4] and a Lockhart–Martinelli type separated ﬂow model [20]
to explain the trends in our data. However, we found these models
under-predict anode pressure drop by nearly an order of magnitude. Also, these models predict a strictly monotonic trend of pressure drop with increasing void fraction, while our experiments
clearly show a pronounced maximum value. Evidently, these
two-phase ﬂow models (which neglect capillary pressure) fail to
capture the underlying physics of ﬂow in our DMFC anode.
We explored a few curve ﬁts for Nslug (Fig. 9a) and the scaled
pressure drop data (Fig. 9b). We found adequate agreement for
Nslug with a fourth-order polynomial ﬁt of the form,

Nslug ¼ 2:3a4  10a3  5:4a2 þ 14a:

ð4Þ

The pressure data was sufﬁciently well characterized by a dual
exponential ﬁt of the form,

Dptotal

a
¼ ð1  aÞ½15  expð2:2aÞ þ 130  expð93aÞ
Nslug r
h
i
þ ðaÞ  4:9  expð0:11aÞ þ 4:0  107  expð17aÞ :
ð5Þ

These ﬁts are shown in Fig. 9a and b as solid lines. We present
these only as ad hoc empirical determinations of pressure drop and
the number of slugs for the purpose of engineering estimates and
optimization of DMFC performance. Further work is needed before
we can conclude that these shapes are fairly general to these ﬂow
regimes.
Using the empirical correlations for Nslug [Eq. (4)] and pressure
drop due to each gas slug [Eq. (5)], we can fairly predict the pressure drop in the anode as a function of current density. Here we assume that the pressure drop in the anode is dominated by the
interfacial (i.e., due to capillary forces) pressure head. Using an

empirical ﬁt for void fraction exiting the DMFC anode (Fig. 7) we
evaluate the total pressure drop in the anode as a function of current density (Fig. 11a). As shown in Fig. 11a, the model captures
the observed pressure drop trends but still requires reﬁnement.
In particular, the model captures the initial rise in pressure at
low current densities and the differences in rise time associated
with inlet ﬂow rate (pressure rises slower at higher ﬂow rates).
Further, the model captures the experimentally observed trend of
higher pressure drop at lower ﬂow rates and low DMFC current
densities (<0.1 A/cm2). However, the model does not properly capture the slight differences in max pressure associated with increasing inlet ﬂow rate (see Fig. 5a). We attribute this discrepancy to
inertial and viscous effects, which currently are not accounted for
in this scaling.
The empirical model does fairly well at higher current densities
(>0.1 A/cm2), which is the important region of maximum power
density. This agreement is well illustrated in Fig. 11b which shows
the normalized difference between predicted and measured pressure drop as a function of void fraction. At low void fraction (and
current density) the empirical model for pressure drop deviates
from measured pressure by a factor of two or greater. At void fractions greater than 0.5, the model adequately captures observed
trends. Overall, the empirical model captures the qualitative trends
observed experimentally but still requires reﬁnement to improve
its accuracy. Clearly, the prediction and optimization of DMFC anode presents both signiﬁcant experimental and modeling
challenges.
5. Conclusions
We performed an experimental characterization of the hydrodynamics of a DMFC anode. This study for the ﬁrst time focuses
on two-phase pressure drop behavior in DMFC microchannels.
The ﬂow in our DMFC anode is characterized by low capillary number (<1  104) and smallest channel dimension (here, 500 lm) on
the order of the predicted, characteristic CO2 bubble detachment
diameter. We designed and implemented an experimental technique to quantify two-phase ﬂow characteristics. The technique involves a set of two ex situ optical ﬂuidic line sensors which detect
the presence of liquid or gas exiting the DMFC. These measurements provide repeatable and consistent (with void fraction predictions) measurements of void fraction, slug velocity, and liquid
slug length exiting the DMFC anode.
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The results of our study suggest strongly that pressure drop in
our DMFC anode ﬂow regime is dominated by interfacial (i.e., capillary) forces. Pressure drop in the DMFC anode is a complex function of methanol ﬂow rate, CO2 generation, and two-phase ﬂow
regime. However, we have shown that pressure drop scales with
a small number of key parameters. Notably, the most effective scaling of the data is obtained by scaling pressure drop with the number of slugs, surface tension, and the diameter of the largest sphere
inscribed in the channel. This pressure scaling is consistent with
previous low capillary number two-phase ﬂow studies (studies
not considering DMFCs). However, unlike the previous work, our
results suggest that inertial effects may signiﬁcantly inﬂuence at
higher void fractions (i.e., higher current densities). Inertial effects
roughly scale with Re(a/L), which increases monotonically with
void fraction. Finally, we presented empirical correlations for the
number of gas slugs and interfacial pressure which well approximate trends observed in experiments. The work provides a basis
for future studies aimed at quantifying the hydrodynamic load
posed by DMFC anode and at optimizing coupled fuel pump and
DMFC system performance.
Future work should include characterization of two-phase ﬂow
regime and number of liquid/gas interfaces in the anode, as
capillary forces can dominate anode pressure drop. Future theoretical developments should strive to combine ﬂow models which
include viscous and inertial effects in addition to capillary pressure
effects.
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